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ADAPTryE EXPONENTIAL TRACKING
FOR NONLINEARLY PERTURBED
MINIMUM PHASE SYSTEMS-
A. Ir-cHrr,rerNl AND D. H. OwnNs2
Abstract. The class of systems under consideration consists of multi-input,
multi-output, finite dimensional, state space systems subject to nonlinearities in
the input-, state- and output-variables and of unmodeled systems dynamics. The
systems and its state dimension are not known precisely. However, structural in-
formation is assumed, such as the linear system is minimum phase, the spectrum
of the high-frequency gain matrix lies either in the open right- or left-half plane.
For different classes of systems, simple adaptive high-gain stabilizers - not based
on identification or estimation algorithms-are presented, which, in the presence
of certain nonlinearities, ensure exponential decay of the motion of the closed-
loop system and finite gain convergence of the parameters of the adaptive control-
lers. Using these results in cooperation with an internal model, an adaptive track-
ing controller, which guarantees exponential decay of the error between the output
and reference signals belonging to a known solution space of a differential equa-
tion, is presented for linear systems.
Key Words-Adaptive control, adaptive stabilization, adaptive tracking, robust
control. feedback control. nonlinear control.
1. Introduction
The area of adaptive stabilization and tracking is one of current research
interest with a number of publications in the field mainly centered around ex-
istence results and the proofs of asymptotic and lr-stability for a number of dif-
ferent algorithms. The central problem considered is the construction of
nonlinear measurement feedback controllers of simple structure, capable of sta-
bilizing all systems in a specified class independent of a large degree of igno-
rance of the details of the system's dynamical behavior. Two ingredients of the
approach which distinguish it from other adaptive control approaches are that
(1) No attempt is made to identif systems dynamics (i.e., the controller re-
mains completely ignorant of the system that it is controlling, despite its success
in controlling that system) and
(2) the class of systems considered is specified by a definition of system struc-
ture rather than by specification of system parameters or state dimension. In
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fact, in many approaches, the state dimension can be arbitrary, leading to the
use of the suggestive name of Universal Adaptive Stabilizers resp. Tracking
Controllers for the controllers considered.
One of the basic problems of universal adaptive stabilization has centered
around a class of multi-input, multi-output, minimum phase, relative degree one
systems. More precisely systems of the familiar form
i ( t )  :  Ax ( t )  +  Bu ( t ) ,  r (0 )  e  tQ ' l
y ( t ) :  C x ( t )  J
in the class f consisting of linear systems (A, B, C)e lB
which satisfy the minimurn phase condition
( 1 . 1 )
nxn  X lenxm X le - r "
0 . 2 )
and also possess a high-frequency gain matrix with spectrum either in the left or
right half plane, i.e.,
o(CB)  c  C-  o r  o (CB)  C  C* , ( 1 . 3 )
but unknown in which half plane.
Note, that a system lies in .I does not require that either A, B, C or the state
dimension a be known.
The first simple high-gain adaptive stabilizer for linear single-input, single-
output systems was introduced by Willems and Byrnes (1984) and can be de-
scribed as follows. The output feedback law
u( t )  :  -  s  ( f t  ( t ) )  k ( t )  y ( t ) ( 1 . 4 )
depends only on the output measurements and a monotonically non-decreasing
gain adaptation produced by
d"t['1-7 3 ] - t rorall s e c*,
(1.4),  (1.5)
tem
h ( t ) :  y G ) 2 ,  f t ( O )  e  P .  ( 1 . 5 )
applied to any system (A, B, C)eZ produces a closed-loop sys-
i ( t )  :  t , 4 -  S  ( k ( t ) ) k ( t )BC lx ( t ) ,  x (0 )  €  tp " ,
y ( t )  :  C x ( t ) ,
n ( t ) :  y ( D z ,  k Q ) € l B
with lims-- x(t):0 and finite liml-- k(t).fi CB is known to be positive, then
S(') in (1.4) is chosen S(')=1. For unknown high-frequency gain CB+0,
Nussbaum (1983) has introduced so called switching functions in order to search
the "Eer{ect" sign, a simple example due to Willems and Byrnes is S(ft(f))=
s inJ l t0) l  .
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various authors have investigated the question of how this simple high-gain
adaptive control scheme carries over to different classes of systems to be stabi-
lized or tracked (see Morse, 1985; Mirtensson, 1986; Owens et al., 1982; Ryan,
1988; 1991; Mudgett and Morse, 1989; Logemann, 1990; Logemann and
Ilchmann, 1991; Ilchmann and l,ogemann, 1992), to name but a few. The present
paper is in the same spirit. compared to previous results, we present the fol-
lowing extensions:
(i) a whole class of. exponential stabilizers is presented, which contains the
simple Willems-Byrnes stabilizer as an example,
(ii) an exponential weighting of the gain adaptation mechanisms ensures erpo-
nential decay of the state of the closed-loop system,
(iii) exponential stability is retained, even if (A, B, C)€ Z is subjected to cer-
tain (small) nonlinearities in the state space and arbitrary large gain
bounded nonlinearities in the input, combined with nonlinear memoryless
input and output (i.e., actuator and sensor) characteristics,
(iv) Lo-based adaptation mechanism for p= 1 are developed, which shows that
common 12 based methods are only a special case,(v) a previously used lr-inequality for linear systems is extended to an L r-in-
equality including exponential weighting of the signals and nonlinear-sys-
tems perturbations, so that the present output can be related to past input
and output values only,
(vi) exponential tracking for certain reference signals can be achieved if previ-
ous results are combined with an internal model, and the system is linear,(vii) all previous results hold true in the multiaariable case, where the sign of
the high-frequency gain is unknown.
The form of system to be considered is hence of the basic form (1.1) per-
turbed by nonlinear terms. More precisely, let p > 1, and assume that the maps
d : [0 ,  m )  _+  Ie"
exp(ef )  d(t)  e Lr(O, *)  for some e > 0
g  : [ 0 ,  a )  x  l Q n  - +  l Q n ,  ( t ,  x ) r +  g ( t ,  x )
l ls(t, x) l l  = i l lr l l  foralmostall t = 0 and alt x e te"
h : f  0 ,  a)  x  lR"  - -> lQ*,  ( t ,  x )  rs  h( t ,  x)
l l t r ( t ,  x )  l l  =  l l l " l l  fora lmost  a l t  t=  0 and aI  x  e IQ,
6  : [ 0 ,  - )  x  lQ -+  IQ* ,  ( t ,  u ) r+  eG,  i l . ) ,
4 : [ 0 ,  - ) x l Q - + l Q * ,  ( t ,  y ) r - s n Q ,  y )
I
I ')
( 1 . 6 )
I
I ,  G .7 ))
]  . . 8 )
)
(1 .  e )
( 1 . 1 0 )
be Carathhodory functionst, and satisfy the above bounds for some unknown
g, h>0. These functions are incorporated into the underlying linear system(1.1) in the form
I  / : [0 ,  * )x l [2q  +  lQ isca l led  aCara theodory func t ion ,  t f  f ( . , x ) : te  f ( t ,  r )  i smeasurab leon
[0,@) for each r€ lRq, and f ( t ,  .) :  x r-> f ( t ,  r)  is continuous on IQa for al l  t> 0.
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i ( t )  :  Ax ( t )  +  s ( t ,  x ( t ) )  +  d ( t )
+  B [ u ( t ) +  h ( t ,  x ( t ) ) 1 ,  r ( 0 )  e ( 1 . 1 1 )
y ( t )  :  Cx ( t )
u ( t )  :  E G ,  u ( t ) ) ,  t ( t )  :  n U ,  y G ) )
to create the nonlinear system to be controlled (see Fig. 1), and note the inter-
pretation of ( and 4 as memoryless nonlinear input and output characteristics.
It follows from the theory of ordinary differential equations, that, since g, d, h
are Carath6odory functions, the initial value problem (1.11) has a solution with
maximal interval  of  existence [0, t ' ; ,  where t '€ (0, - ] .  r( ' ) : [0,  t ' )  -+lQ"
is called a solution of (1.11) if it is absolutely continuous on compact intervals
and satisfies (1.11) for almost all t€[0, f'). If, in addition, it is assumed thatg
is locally Lipschitz in r for each fixed t, and g, h, u are locally integrable on f for
each fixed r, then the initial value problem has a unique solution.
The term d(') can be regarded as an arbitrary lp-system disturbance of the
state whilst g(', ') is a state nonlinearity. The possibility of including g(', ')
shows well-posedness of the problem, since all results hold true if the linear
bound f is small enough.
The functionh(', ') reflects some unmodeled feedback loops in the sys-
tem. I f  
€( ' , ' ) ,4( ' , ' )  are l inearly sector bounded, then the general  conclu-
sion of the paper is that the feedback law generating the available real input
u(t) from the available real measurement y(t) via the relation
a ( t ) :  - s ( t ) k ( t ) t ( t ) (L .12)
is capable of ensuring exponential decay of the solution of the closed-loop sys-
tem
,o'l
I
h (t ,  x,  y)
1 Q , a ) : a
-
I
I
I
t ,
" Lx  r - t
-  s ( s  ( t ) )  k ( t ) t  ( t )
Nominal system:
. minimum phase
. o(CB)cC, or
o(CB)cC"
h : K(t,  72o k, !j  : ft l l i , l l ,
Fig. 1. Closed-loop adaptive system.
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i ( t ) :  A x ( t )  +  B E U ,  - S ( t ) k ( t ) n Q ,  y ( t ) ) )
t  g ( t ,  x ( t ) )  +  B h ( t ,  x ( t ) ,  y ( t ) )
y ( t ) :  C x ( t )
( 1 . 1 3 )
by choice of a switching function S (t) and a gain evolution ft (t) dependent upon
exponentially weighted versions of the output responses. The results consider-
ably strengthen previous results which are concerned only with asymptotic
stabilization of linear systems. If the linear system (1.1) is not subjected to any
nonlinearities, but unknown signals d(')eLb(O, oo) are allowed in the state
space, then previous exponential adaptive stabilizers in combination with an
internal model are exponential adaptive tracking controllers for certain classes
of reference signals.
In Sec. 2, basic properties of the system class ^ E, i.e., systems of the form
(1.1) satisfying (1.2) and (1.3), are proved. While the proofs of these results
are rather technical in nafure, much of the analysis centers upon the proof of
and use of an integral inequality description of exponentially weighted system
input/output dynamics, the results provide structural clarity in the stability proofs
of the adaptive controllers presented in the following sections. Section 3 con-
centrates on the proof of exponential stabilization in the case of nonlinear
perturbations of systems in f, with the extra assumption that the sign of CB is
known. Section 4 extends these results to include the sifuation where the sign
of. C B is not known by the use of switching functions of Nussbaum form satis-
fying a scaling invariance property, originally introduced by lngemann and
Owens (1988). In Sec. 5, the previous results in combination with an internal
model are used to design an adaptive tracking controller for linear systems,
which ensures exponential decay of the tracking error. Finally, in Sec. 6, we
illustrate the results of Theorem 4.6 by the simulations of two examples.
Nomenclature.
C*(C ): open right- (left) half complex plane.
i l - t l|  ^  | P
ssn (X) :
^[ai:VE for x e IR", P: Pr e lQ"' positiv", ll" ll t: ll rll,,.
|  +  1 ,  i f  o (X)cC* ,
1
L-  1 ,  i f  o (X)c t r
2. Properties of the Systems Class
The proofs of the results in the following sections depend crucially on a
number of technical details associated with the structure of the problem and
the need to use descriptions that contain only input and output data and yet
enable the derivation of results on systems state space behavior. Some of the
results are fundamental properties of the class f . The purpose is, to obtain a
deeper understanding of the systems class and to derive consequences which
will be used to clarify the stability proofs in the following sections.
To obtain an explicit characterization of the minimum phase condition (1.2)
the following definition is needed.
Suppose G(s)e IQ(s)*"^ is a rational matrix with Smith-McMillan form
o ) :  u r r l  r c ( s ) t z ( s ) ' .  ( z . t )dhc(is ;s,0,
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where U(s),  Z(s) e IRI sl*"-  are unimodular,  rk p1,1G ( .  )  :  r ,  e;  (s) I  s;* r  (s),
V,*r( i l lvo(s) and erG), Vr(s)e Rtsl  are coprimeri i i  r :  1,  . . . ,  r .  Set
r r
r-I FIs ( s )  : :  l t r r t r l ,  W ( s ) : :  r l ' / , ( s ) .
Then, se is called a zero (respectively, a pole of G (s)), if e (so): 0 (respectively,
V/(so):  0).
Now we are in a position to characterize condition (1.2) and show that it is
a multivariable extension of the minimum phase definition given usually in the
frequency domain for single-input single-output systems, provided they are
stabilizable and detectable.
2.1 Proposition The system (A, B, C) of the form (1.1) is minimum
phase, i.e., it satisfies (1.2), if and oq$ if it fuIfils the conditions
(i) rktsI,-A, Bl: n for all scC* ,i.e,,(A, B) is stabilizableby state feed-
back,
f  ,  , 1
(ii) rhl t" ^ o l: n tor all se 6, . i.e., (.4, C) is detectable,
L L - I(ii i) C(sI, - A) 'B e IR(s)^"* has no zeros in C*.
Proof. For G(s):: C(sIo-A) tB we use the decomposition (2.1). Coppel
(7974),Theorem 10, has proved that, if (A, B, C) is detectable and stabilizable,
then so€ C is a zero of ry(.) (including multiplicity), if and only if it is a zero
of det ( ' I " - A).Now the result follows directly from:
t I , - ^ A  B ^  : t c a d j ( s I , _   i l B l :  I s I ,  - A l  . I c G t , - , q ) - t a l
- c  0
_  l s I , -  A l  .  e ( s ) .
t / (s)
The following lemma provides a convenient system description into which
every system with det(CB)*O can be converted by a suitable state space
transformation, representing the direct sum of the state space into the range of
B and the kernel of C. In practical terms, it makes possible the separation of
the inputs and outputs from the rest of the system states in the remainder of
the section by creating a situation, where the remaining states act as a distur-
bance to output dynamics yet are driven by that output via an internal feedback
loop.
2.2 lx:rrama Consider the system
i ( t )  :  A x ( t )  +  B u ( t ) ,  t ( 0 )  :  x o e  t Q ' l
y ( t )  :  C x ( t )  j
(2 .2 )
with ( , ,4,  B, C)e lRnxn xlRnxm xlB*".
(i) Suppose det(CB)+ 0. l€t V€1R"" ('-') denote a basis matrix of ker C,
then S : : tB(CB)- l ,  Iz l  has the inverse s-t :  f  f  l ,  *n"r"  T::  (VrV)-tyr
l In- B(CB)-'Cl. Hence, the state space transfbr'#r,on f , l: ^-' I cx1Lz  )  r  " f  
:  
l r r  l
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converts (2.2) into
i G ) :  A J G )  +  A 2 z ( t )  +  C B U ( I )
2 ( t ) : A $ ( t ) + A n z ( t )
where A 1e. lQ-' ^, A 2 e lpn x 
(n - -), A, e 1B(n - m) x m,
l s I , - A  B l  _|  - c  o l -
[:lll ]: ,-'",],
A 4 e  l Q ( "  m ) x ( n - m )
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(2 .3 )
, so that
I  A,  e, l  :  ,  ' rs .l e '  e n  l -  '
(ii) If (.4, B, C)eZ,i.e., (2.2) satisfies (1.2) and (1.3), then Aa in (2.3) is
asymptotically stable, i.e., o (A +) C C
Proof. (i) is_straightforward. (ii) follows from the fact that o(A)cC-, and
that for all se C* we have
s I ^ - A 1  - A z  - C B l
i A ,  s l n  - - A n  0  l :  l - c r l  
. l t l , - - - l , n l +  o .
I. 0 0 I
This completes the proof.
In order to include the possibility of exponential stabilizatson in a similar
manner to that of Ilchmann and Owens (1990) we introduce the following nota-
tion to describe the creation of an exponentially weighted signal a, ( ' ) from an
original a('). More precisely.
I-et a(') : lQ -+ lQ be continuously differentiable and a(') :lQ -+ lQ', re l\,
a vector valued-function. Then a, (' ) will be defined by
u, ( t )  : :  exp(ar ( f )  t )a ( t ) . (2 .4 )
The form of a(t) will be important in later sections, but for the moment it can
be regarded as arbitrary.
In the following remark, the state space transformation of Lemma 2.2 is
applied to the perturbed system (1.11) to produce a representation convenient
for the following analysis.
2.3 Remark Suppose ar( ' ) : [0,  *)-+[0, oo) is cont inuously di f ferent i-
able. Consider (1.11) where it is assumed that (.4, B, C)ef is subjected to the
perturbations (1.6)-(1.8). Then, by using the coordinate transformation given
in l,emma 2.2, the new coordinates y, , e, satisfy
i , Q )  :  l A t +  ( a ( t ) +  r b ( t ) t ) I * ) y , ( t )  +  A 2 z , ( t )  +  C B u , ( t )
+  sAG,  y , ( t ) ,  z , ( t ) )  +  Cd, ( t )  +  CBh, ( t ,  y , ( t ) ,  z , ( t ) ) ,  (2 .5 )
2 , ( t )  :  A t J . U )  +  [ A + +  ( a ; ( t )  +  d ( t ) t ) 1 , - - ] 2 , ( t )
+ gZG, y , ( t ) ,  z , ( t ) )  +  Td,( t ) , (2 .6 )
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where  o(A)cC- ,and
gr( t ,  n ,  
€)  : :  cg( t ,  exp(-  a( t ) t )s ln ' ,  1 ' ) ' ) ,
92 ( t ,  n ,  
€ ) : :  TS( f ,  exp ( -  a ( t ) t )S In ' ,  E ' ] ' ) ,
h ( t , n ,  
€ ) : : 1 t ( / ,  e x p ( -  a ( t ) t ) S t n ' ,  1 ' l ' ) .
(1.() and (1.8) yield, that for almost all /> 0, all (4, ()e lQ* xl7n -^ and some
g, h> 0, we have
l l  s;(t,  n, {Jl l  = i l lc l l  l l  s l l  l l t  n',  E' l ' l l  tor i  :  \ ,  2l e.7\
ll t,, (t , rt, iJll = I ll s ll llt ,ri 6' t.ll l '
That is, the essential structure of the nonlinearities is retained.
The following technical lemma shows a basic consequence of certain proper-
ties of Zp-functions of use in the proof of asymptotic stability and boundedness
in later sections. This may be well-known, however, we could not find a refer-
ence in the literature. Our colleague E.P. Ryan (University of Bath) has proved
a similar result (private communication).
2.4 Lerlama Suppose f( ' ) : [0,  -)-->lQ' is any absolutely cont inuous
func t ion  sa t is fy ing  f  ( - )eLp(0 ,  *  )  fo r  some pe[7 ,  - )  and f  ( . )eLo(O,  * )
f o r  s o m e q c [ 1 , - ] .  T h e n ,  f ( . ) e L ; ( 0 , * )  f o r  a l l i e f . p , * f ,  a n d
l im l - - / ( / ) :0 .
Proof. Put r: 0 + 1l q- p , where 1l qaO rt q: * and define
f i  : :  { t= 0l  f  ( . )  is not di f ferent iable at /  } ,
which, by the absolute continuity of f (. ), is of measure zero. Set
J z i :  { r € [ 0 ,  * ) \ , / r l f  t t > - - 0  a n d  f  ( t ) + 0 ] .
Now it is easy to see that ll/(.)ll is not differentiable in any point of /2. How-
ever, ll /( ' ) ll is absolutely continuous because ,f ( . ) is, and hence, /2 must be of
measure zero.lt follows that J:: JrU/2 is of measure zero and, a routine cal-
culation gives:
,  r e [ . 0 ,  * ) \ J  a n d  f ( r ) * 0 ,
r c [ 0 ,  * ) \ /  a n d  f ( r ) : 0 .
5lnce
|  + , ' y . . l l \ d r :  |  4 t t y l ) t t ' a , ,J  t o , - r , y  d t  '  '  '  J  t o .  " t  d r
it follows from Hiilder's inequality, that for t2tn= 0 we have
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l lrcall' * llre,)ll ' : 1,.+<llf ktll 'ta,
: , 1 '  l l r r r l l l ' t '  4  t l l r t r l l l l a ,J t , " '  ' "  d r  " '  " '
I t , ,  , . -  1
= , l  l l r t ' l l l '  ' ' l l i< ' t l la '
f  F t  ^  
- l '  I  f  f t . .  
- l l
= ' l  I  l l / ( ' l l l "  " l -  l '  . l l  l l i t r t l l n a r l 'L J t , '  I  L J t ,  I
:  , l l r<.) l l io , ' , , , , ,  .  l l / (  . )11, ,01, , , ,y ,
and thus, for all t>t,
l l r<t>l l '  = r l l f  ( ' ) l l ; , (1, ,q ' l l i t ' ) l l , .oo, , - r  + l l  f  ( t ) l l ' .  (2.8)
Choose a sequence {tn}ne x so that limr--tr: - and limn-*f (tr): 0. Then,
rrgyllfll,,oa,,-r : Jryll ill,,,a,,-) : o,
and (2.8) proves l imy-*/( /) :0.  Thus, f  ( ' )eI-(0, .o) and therefore, f  ( ' )e
Lo(0, *  )nZ-(0, -) .  This completes the proof.
The propositions in the remainder of this section represent important steps
in a line of argument, which has been quite often used in high-gain adaptive
control. It is based on a generalization of the following statement for the spe-
cial situation f :2,a(')=0 and the undisturbed system (1.1). More precisely,
suppose (A, B, C) is minimum phase and satisfies det(CB)*0. Then for any
positive definite matrix P, the system (1.1) satisfies the following basic inequal-
itv:
* l lyg l l l3  -  M + u l '  l l y1) l l '   d r *  l ' .  y ( t ) ,  PCBu(t )>dr'  J  J , ,
for some M>0 (see Ilchmann and Owens, 1991). As the control algorithms to
be proposed in later sections depend upon exponentially weighted signals, sev-
eral technical details of the generalization need to be derived and the structure
of the argument changes substantially.
We need to prove a generalization of the above inequality for systems in the
class I. The main results of this paper will use this inequaliff extensively as it
provides a vital link between exponentially weighted input and output dynamic
characteristics without the need for an explicit description of the dynamics of
the remainder of the state.
2.5 Proposition Suppose (A, B, C)et is subject to the disturbances
(1.6), (1.7) in the form (1.11), and [0, t'), t 'e (0, - ], is the maximal interval
of an absolutely continuous solution r(') of (1.11). Suppose furthermore that
ar (' ) :[0, t') -+ lQ is continuously differentiable, non-increasing and
l iml-1, a(t) :0.  I€t  P> 0, pr--1 and def ine
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| -J-. v* 0.
P :tQ* -+ lR^ , Y r+ FU) : I l lYllPL  o ,  y : 0 .
For f sufficiently small, there exists M > 0, such that for all tef 0, t')
l l lr,rrl l l ! = M * M l ' l ly,,,G)ll| a,P -  
r t , ,  
' 0  
, , 1  ,
* J." t ,G)l l i  
-< F(v,(r)) ,  PCBU^(I)> dr- (2.9)
If e : 0 in (1.6), then (2.9) holds for or = 0.
Proof. We proceed in several steps. By Remark 2.3, we may assume that
(1.11) is of the form (2.5), (2.6).
(a) We prove that, for f > 0 sufficiently small, there exists M1> 0 such that,
for al l  t€10, t ' ) ,
l l r , ( . ) l l r r ro ,  , )  =  Mr  +  twr l l y , ( . )  l l r r ro ,  , ,  +  Mr l ld . ( . ) l l r r<0 , , r .  (2 .10)
(2.5) is equivalent o
z , ( t ) :  @ ( t , 0 ) 2 , ( 0 )
f t
+ |  @ ( t ,  t ) lAry, ( r )  +  g |k ,  ! , ( r ) ,  z)  + d, ( r ) ldr  ,  (2 .11)J n
where aD (t, r) denotes the transition matrix of
b ( t )  :  [ A + +  ( a ( t ) +  6 ( t ) ) 1 .  * l u ( t ) .  ( 2 . 1 2 )
The system (2.12) is exponentially stable since lim,- r a(t):0, ar(f )< 0 and
o(A)cC-.Thus,thereexist  Mz,e> 0, such that(2.7) and (2.11) yield
l lz,(r) l l  = Mzexp(-er) l lz,(0) l l  *  l '  *rexp(- e (t-  r)) t(1+ i)  l ly,(r)  l lJ 0
+ tllz,(r) ll+ lla,G)lia, . (2. 13)
It follows (see e.g., Vidyasagar, 1978, p. 250) that the operator
!1 '   :Lp(O, t ' )  --> Lp(0, t ' ) ,
/ t t , \
u( ' ) r -+ (  t r -+  t  (u ) ( t ) : :  I  exp( -  e ( t -  t ) )  l l u ( r ) l la r  1
\  J o  /
is well-defined and Z2-stable for all 1= 1. In particular,
l l  . y '@)( . )11 . , ,0 . , ,=  
+ l l r ( . ) l l r r<0 ,1 ;  fo ra l l  t  e f0 ,  t ' ) .  (2 . t4 )
Taking lr-norms in (2.13) and using (2.14) yields
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11",1'111,,<0,,r  = *  +l lz,(o) l l  + Mz(r+i)+ i l  4( ' ) l l ,oo,, t
*  r ,  t l l l " , ( . ) l l , r , u , , t  *  Mz  ! l l a . t . ) l l r r<0 , , i ,
and hence, (2.10) follows for f sufficiently small.(b) Next we show that for some Ma > 0 it holds true that for all t€10, t')
1llr,0l l l ! = un * ruol l ly,,,@lllar
P  -  J n  -
I t , ,  , , 6 - r , ,
,  lwol  l l r , t r ) l l i - ' t l lz , ( r ) l l  + l la ,G) l l la '
, 0
r  [ ' l l r , t r )  l l j - ' .  F j ,GD,  PCBu, ( r )>  d , r .  (2 .15)J 0
Note thaty(') is an absolutely continuous function. I-et JS,c[0, * ) be the set
of measure zero where y(') is not differentiable and
I z : :  { t e  [ 0 ,  - ) \ , / r l y @ : 0  a n d  i ( t ) + 0 i .
It is easy to see that lly ( ' ) ll" i. not differentiable in any point of /2. However,
lly(')ll" is absolutely continuous because y(') is and hence, /2 must be of
measure zero. Itfollows that J :: JN I z is of measure zero and a routine calcu-
lation gives, for all /e I 0, - ) \ -/,
(2.5) togetherwith (2.7) yields, for al l  fe [0,  *) \ /  and for some Ms,M6>0,
++(l lr , ,(r) l l i l  :  l l  y,G)l l !- '< Fo,uD, pi.e)>b  d t  ' -
< l lr,(r) l l3- '{< F(l l4Q)lD, Mrl l lr ,(r) l l"
+ l lz , ( r ) l l  + l la, ( t )  l l l r  + <BO,( t ) ) ,  PCBu,( t )>|
< MJly.e)l l !  * rw,l lr(t) l l !  ' t l lz,(t) l l+ l la,ol l l t
+ l l y , ( r ) l l '  ' .  F0 , ( t ) ) ,  PCBu, ( t )> .
Since / is of measure zero, integrating the previous inequality yields (2.15).(c) An application of Htilder's inequality gives for q: Pl(P- I) ,
l l  q + 1 1  p :  1  a n d  e v e r y  u (  ' ) e L r ( 0 ,  t )
f t , ,  , , ^ , , ,  , ,  r f ' , ,  . . , p t ) Q a r f i . | - l ' l l r f r l l l p d r f ,
J o l l r , ( r ) l l ' ' l l u ( r ) l l d r '  L J . l l v , ( r ) l l '  I  t J o  I
:  l l r , ( ' ) l l / r ;  , r l l r , ( ' ) l l , - , rn , , r .  (2 .16)
Applying this inequaliff to (2.15), using (2.10), and the fact that, by (1.6),
llA,{. ;1;rr,o, r; is finite since limy- t, a (t): 0, yields, for suitable Mz} 0,
( t< y
Sttrurn,:f
) ,  P i (
Y ( t ) l lp
0 ,
t )>
,  y ( t ) * 0 ,
, ( / ) :  0 .
This proves the proposition.
An important application of the proposition is the following result, which
demonstrates, that the exponentially weighted output y.,, ( ' ) is Zp-bounded if the
system adaptive gain & (t) diverges and ar(t) tends toZero as f tends to * oo.
2.6 Proposition Suppose (A, B, C)e Z is subject to disturbances (1.6)-
(1.8), and the feedback law
u ( t )  :  -  s g n ( C B )  k ( t )  y ( t ) Q . 1 7 )
is applied to (1.11). Suppose furthermore, that r(.):[0, t') -+ lR" is an abso-
lutely continuous solution of the closed-loop system with maximal interval of
existence 10, t'), t 'e (0, *f , co(. ) : [0, t') -s lQ is continuously differentiable
and non-increasing with limr-1, a(t): 0, k (') : [0, /') -+ lQ is continuous and
monotonically non-decreasing with liml-y,k(t): *. Then, for f sufficiently
small, the exponentially weighted output response of the closed-loop system
(1.11), (2.17) satisfies
t,( ' )  e L r(0, t ' )  for al l  P € [  1,  oo ] .
Proof. lr't P> 0 denote the unique solution of
P(CB)  +  (CB)r  P :  sgn(CB)  .  1 , .
Applying (2.77) to (2.9) yields for some M>O,for all 0> 1, and all f e [0, t')
* l lz , , ( r ) l l :  < M + M[ ' l l r , , r r l  l l 'a ,  -  * l '  u(r ) l l r , , ( r )  l l 'ar ,  <2. f t )P  - @ '  '  J o - -  2 J n
where 4::_(s*6(P)7Q z)lz and s-6(P) denotes the smallest singular value of
P. Choose te (0, /') sufficiently large so that (21ilM<k(t). Then it follows
from (2.18) and the monotonicity of ft (f ), that
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| l l  4u)l l !  = un + Moll 4(. ) l l ! , ' rc.,,'  
+ twnl lv , ( ' ) l l / r ; , , i l lz , ( ' )11. ,<0,  t+ l ld. ( ' )11, ,10, , r1
+ [ ' l l r , t") l l i - ' .  FU,GD, PCBu,(r)> drJ O
'  Mz (1*l l r ,( '  )  l l ] , , , , i , , t+ l ly,( '  )  l l / , r0,,r  )
+ [ ' l l r , t")  l l i - ' .  Fo,G)),  pcBu,(r)> dr.
| t tu@ll ' ,  = u
. l* - ko+ft',|r,<,t|,o"
* l '  I  M - k@4\ly,r , t l lea,J n L  ' 2 l
(2.1.e)
lf y,(') q L p(0, t') for some p > 1, then the right hand side of (2.19) becomes
negative, which is a contradiction. Therefore, 4(.)eLp(0, t') for all p-1,
and (2.19) yields 4(')eL-(0, t').This completes the proof.
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In contrast, if the gain remains bounded and ar ( . ) has a finite, nonzero
positive limit, then lr-boundedness of the exponentially weighted output leads
naturally to the desired exponential decay of the system state. More precisely,
we have the following proposition.
2.7 Proposition Suppose (A, B, C)e.2 is subjectto disturbances (1.6)-(1.8), and the feedback law
a( t )  :  -  sgn(CB)  k  ( t )  y ( t ) (2.20)
is applied to (1.11). Suppose furthermore, that r( . ) :[ 0, t') -+ lR" is an abso-
lutely continuous solution of the closed-loop system with maximal interval of
existence f0, t'), t 'e (0, ool, ar(.) :[0, *) --> lQ is continuously differentiable
and non-increasing with l imr--  a(t) :ar-)0, and f t( . ) : [0,  -)  -+ lQ is con-
tinuous and monotonically non-decreasing and bounded. Then, for f sufficiently
small, the solution of the closed-loop system (1.11), (2.20) satisfies
( i)  I f  y(  . )eLr(0, co) for any p=1 and e: 0 in (1.7),  then l iml-* r( t ) :  0.( i i )  I f  y , ( ' )e  Zr (0 ,  co)  fo r  any  p= 1 ,  then,  fo r  some M,  a>0,  l l r ( r ; l l=
Mexp(- rot) for all f = 0.
Proof. We assume that (1.11) is of the form (2.5), (2.6). We only prove (ii),
(i) being simpler and uses the same argument. We know that y,(. ) eIr10, - ;
for all ie [0, ar-]. Substitute ar(.) by ), in (2.4). For l.>O'"and f >0 small
enough (2.5) yields zt(.)eLp(O, *), this can be shown by using exactly the
same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 2.5. Thus, xt.(.)e L6(0, *).
Since ft (') is bounded and g and h are linearly bounded, it follows from (2.5)
that i7( ' )eLr(0, m). Now ( i i )  is a consequence of lnmma2.4.
In the following sections the results will be frequently used to motivate algo-
rithm construction and subsequently applied in the proofs of stability of the
proposed adaptive control schemes.
3. Exponential Stabilization in the Case of C B of Known Sign
If the sign of cB is known then, previous work indicates that the feedback
law
u( t )  :  -  sgn(CB)f t  ( )  y( t ) (3 .  1)
is capable of ensuring asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system by suitable
ft (') chosen adaptively. our concern is to choose this adaptation so that the
solution of the closedJoop system is also exponentially decaying. The method of
achieving this is motivated by the following arguments.
lf (A, B, C) is in the class f, then for ar>0 sufficiently small, (A+a)1,,
B, C) is also in f . If the adaptation mechanism is chosen to ensure that r, ( . )
is an asymptotical stable (and hence bounded) solution of the closedJoop sys-
tem
i , ( t )  :  [ (A+  ro l , ) -  k ( t )  sgn (CB)BC)x , ( t y ,
then the solution of
(3 .2 )
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i ( t )  :  lA -  k  ( t ) sgn (CB)  BC lx ( t ) , (3 .3 )
given by x(t): exp(- ruot) x,(t), must exponentially decay. An example of such
an adaptation mechanism is the exponentially weighted controller nU):
exp(art)lly(t)ll'   which consequently may yield the desired stabilization result.
However, it does require knowledge of a suitable value of ar. In order to apply
the strategy explained above, one possible development is (see Owens et al.,
1987; Logemann, 1990) to strengthen the minimum phase condition defining
the system class .E to satisfy
foral l  s e {  i€C I  Rel.>-ar } (3 .4 )
for some known al>0. In practice, the assumption that ar is known is not ex-
pected to be realistic.
It is hence natural to consider adaptive schemes that adaptively attempt to
find a suitable value of ro online. This basic idea was introduced for a special
control law and linear systems in Ilchmann and Owens (1990), where it has
been shown that exponential stabilization can be achieved by choosing ar
adaptively using the control scheme defined by
d"r [ ' I i ;A f r ] - '
(3 .5 )
where lz> 0 is arbitrary.
The purpose of this section is to extend these results to include nonlinearities
of the form discussed in Sec. 1, and more general forms of adaptation on ar ( ').
More precisely, the following fairly rich class of adaptive functions ar ( ' ) and
gains ft (') will be admitted.
Consider continuously differentiable functions ar(') :[0, -) -+ [0, oo) sat-
isfying the conditions
h( t ) :  exp(2at ( t ) t ) l l y ( t ) l l ' ,  f t (0 )  >  0 l
I r for rctl, h) t
a ( t ) : l  r  f o r  t > - h  I 'L  l + f t ( t - h )  )
ar (ft) is non-increasing in
a(k )>  0  fo ra l l  k>-0  r t
,   im o (ft): 0
h > 0  Ia,r ' r+oj . (3 .6 )
Let p= 1, and K : [0, - ) x [0, *)xlR- -+ lQ be a Caratheodory function, so
that for every integrable y ( ' ) : [0, *) -+ IR* the initial value problem
n U ) :  X ( t ,  ( a t " k ) ( t ) ,  y ( t ) ) ,  f t ( 0 )  :  f t o  c  [ 0 ,  * ) (3 .7 )
has a maximal absolutely continuous solution k(') :[0, t') -+ IQ. for some /'> 0,
and each maximal solution satisfies the conditions
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h (t'1 = 0 and non-decreasing in / 
I
! . " 0 ( '  )  €  t r ( O ,  t ' )  f o r a l l  r  e  [ p ,  * l - k ( . )  e  Z - ( 0 ,  r ' ) l  ( 3 . 8 )
f t  ( . )  e  L - ( 0 ,  t ' )  -  ! . . n ( . )  e  L p ( 0 ,  t ' )  )
(3.6) means, that we will permit any exponent that is positive and non-increas-
ing as a function of the controller gain, and also becomes zero, if and only if
the gain is unbounded.
If h:0, then (3.5) is an example for (ar, ft) satisffing (3.0)-(3.8). We are
also able to generalize (3.7) in the sense that it becomes a functional differen-
tial equation (see Hale, 1977) in order to include the case h>0. However. for
sake of simplicity, this is omitted here.
3.1 Examples t€t
to(k): V+F
for a, B> 0, 4> 1 and
i ( t ) :  l l e x p ( ( a r . f t )  ( t ) ) y ( t ) l l ' . i , . F t 0 ( t ) ) ,  f t ( 0 )  >  0 ,
where F;: lR-+lQ are polynomials,  such thatd( i)=F0>0 for al l  LelR, i :
1, .-. , P. Then ar(.) satisfies (3.6), and the solution I (.) satisfies (3.8).
The simplest example satisfying (3.6)-(3.8) is, for arbitrary p>\,
i ( t )  :  l l r , .o(r)  l le,  a(h) :  ( r+ k)  ' ,  f t  10;  = 6.
The following result is the major result of this section and states simply, that
gain adaptations of a form, following from the above construction, simultane-
ously ensure exponential stabilization of the system state whilst guaranteeing
finite limits for all adapted parameters. The system is assumed to be subject to
state nonlinearities and unmodeled system dynamics but possesses no input/
output nonlinearities.
3.2 Theorem Suppose p > 1, and a, K, k satisfy (3.6)-(3.3). Irct (A, B, C)
e r be subject to disturbances (1.6)-(1.8) in the form (1.11). If the sign of
cB is known, and if the linear bound t of s (', ' ) is sufficiently small, then the
feedback law
u( t )  :  -  sgn(CB) f t  ( t )  y ( t )
applied to any system ofthe form (1.11) yields a closed-loop system
i ( t )  :  [ , 4 -  sgn (CB)k ( t )BC]x ( t )  +  g ( t ,  x ( t ) )
+  d ( t )  +  Bh ( t ,  x ( t ) ) ,  x (0 )  e  tQ ,
y ( t )  :  Cx ( t )
i ( t ) :  x ( t ,  ( a o k ) ( t ) ,  y ( t ) ) ,  f t ( 0 )  >  0
J O /
,  (3 .9)
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which  has  a  so lu t ion  ( r ( ' ) ,  k ( ' ) )  : [0 ,  t ' )  - ->  lQn*r , fo r  some t '€  (0 ,  - ] ,  and
every solution satisfies on its maximal interval of existence [0, t') the proper-
ties
( i )  t ' : * .
( i i )  l imr - -  k ( t ) :  k -<n  .
( l i i )  l im l - -  (a "k ) ( t ) :  a ->  0  i f  a r ( ' )+  O.
( i v )  y , . r (  ' ) ,  ! , . (  ' )  e  L r ( 0 .  *  ) .(v) I far( ' )+6, then there existM, i .>0, such that l l r (r) l l  -Mexp(- ) . t )  for
all /> 0.
(v i )  I f  a r ( ' )=0  and e  :0  in  (1 .6 ) , then l im, ' -  x ( t ) :0 .
Proof.
(a) We prove ft(')e f-(0, f'). Suppose the contrary, then (3.6) yields
l im l - ,1 ,a tok( t ) :0 .  Now Propos i t ion  2 .6  y ie lds  ! , "n ( ' )eLp(0 ,  / ' )  fo r  a l l
Pe[] ,  - ] .  By (3.8) e( ' )  is bounded, which is a contradict ion. Thus, f t ( ' )
eL_(0 ,  t ' ) .
(b) Since g and h are linearly bounded on r and r, and ft (') is bounded on
f 0, t'), it follows from the theory differential equations, that x(' ) does not have
finite escape time. This proves (i).
(c) (iD follows from (a) and (b). (iii) is a consequence of (3.6). (iv) results
from (3.8), and (v) is proved by Proposition2.T. This completes the proof.
4. Nussbaum-type Switching Strategies
In this section, the exponential stabilization results of the previous section
are extended to the case of nonlinearly perturbed systems in f , where it is not
known whether the spectrum of CB lies in the right- or left-half plane. The es-
sential structure of the theory is similar but careful attention must be given to
the definition of the choice of switching function S (t). To begin the analysis, we
recall the basic definition of a switching function, a concept due to Nussbaum(1e83).
4.1 Definition A piecewise right continuous function S ( ' ) : IR --> lP, is called
a switchi.ng function if for some ae lQ it satisfies
r  l x  t  l x
s u p - - - ] - l  S ( r ) d t : + -  a n d  i n f  '  l S ( r ) d r : - n .  ( 4 . 1 )
x , a  X - A J a  x , a  X - O J a
N(') : lQ-+lQ is cal led a Nussbaum gain i f .  the funct ion S(/) :N(t) t  is a
switching function.
A switching function S(') is called scaling-inaariant if, for all a, p> 0, the
function
is a switching function as well. An analogous definition holds for Nussbaum
functions.
4.2 Examples
(i) Nussbaum (1983) has shown that the function N(t ) : cos(n f 2) t ' exp(t2)
,  l o ' s ( r )  i f  S ( t ; = 6 ,S ( t ) : :  {
L p . s ( r )  i f  s ( r ) < o
r-
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is a Nussbaum gain. Further examples are given bV Nr(t) :s in/ ,
N2 ( / ) :  cos  / ,
N3 (') : [ : :,,:i  i:,,,i,,,,, nn"lil"
I  r ,  o  = l r l < / " 0 ,
l r a ( r ) : . 1  t ,  L , < l t l . L o * r ,  n e v e n ,
f  -  t ,  Ln- l  t l . -  Lo*r ,  n odd.,
where /"e > 1 and A, . ,:: 72r.(ii) Switching tunctions ari for instance Sr(t): tsinJfil, Sz (t): tcosdil, or
S a ( t ) : s i n / . f 2 .
(iii) lngemann and Owens (1988) have shown that N(.) is scaling-invariant,
that N3 (') is not scaling invariant, and that N, ( . ) is a scaling-invariant
bounded Nussbaum function.
The following remarks can be easily proven.
4.3 Remark
(i) If (4.1) is valid for some ae lR,then it holds for all ae lQ.
(ii) (4.1) is equivalent o
f  , 1 ,  I  I  t x  I
s u p l a r  + - B l  S ( t ) d t  l :  * o .  a n d  i n f  l u x + B l  S ( r ) d r  l :  - - ,  ( 4 . 2 )
,  o L  J a  
_ l  , ' r L  J a  l
where d, BelB, B+ 0 are arbitrary.
In the following, the adaptive feedback law is taken to have the structure
u ( t )  :  -  s  ( s ( t ) ) f t  ( t )  y ( t ) ,
where S (' ) : IQ --> IQ is a switching function driven by the solution of
(4 .3 )
i ( t )  :  k ( ) l l y . "o ( t ) l l ' ,  s (o )eR. (4 .4 )
The use of such a form, in the case y':2 and @:0, was suggested by Owens
et al. (1987).
The following result proves exponential stabilization with convergence of all
adaptive controller parameters for the case of systems in f perturbed by state
space nonlinearities and unmodeled feedback dynamics, but in the absence of
input and output nonlinearities.
4.4 Theorem Suppose r=1, S(.)  is aswitchingfunct ion,which, r tm>I,
is scaling invariant, and ar, K, ft satisfy (3.6)-(3.8). Let (A, B, C)ef be sub-ject to disturbances (1.6)-(1.8) in the form (1.11). If the linear bound f of
g(',') is sufficiently small, then the feedback law (4.3), (4.4) applied to any
system ofthe form (1.11) yields a closedloop system
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i ( t )  :  t ,4  -  s (s ( r ) ) f t  ( t )BClx ( t )  +  sG,  x ( t ) )
+  d ( t )  +  Bh( t ,  t c ( t ) ) ,  x (0 )  e  lQ"
y ( t )  :  Cx ( t )
i ( t )  :  kQ) l l y , "o ( t ) l l t ,  s (0 )  e  tQ
h( t )  :  K ( t ,  ( aok ) ( t ) ,  y ( t ) ) ,  f t ( 0 )  >  0
w h i c h  h a s  a  s o l u t i o n  ( r ( ' ) ,  s ( ' ) ,  f t ( ' ) ) : t 0 ,  - )  ) l R o * z ,  f o r  s o m e  f ' G
(0, -1, and every solution satisfies on its maximal interval of existence [0, t')
the properties
( i )  t ' : * .
( i i )  l i m r - -  k ( t ) : k - < *  a n d  l i m l - - s ( / ) : s - < * .
( i i i )  l imr - -  @ok) ( t ) :  a*>  0  i f  a r ( ' )+  O.( iv )  y , . r (  ' ) ,  ! ,_ (  . )  e  L r (O,  *  ) .(v) I fai( ' )+d, ' then there exist  M, L>0, such that l l r ( t ) l l  -Mexp(- Lt)  for
all t= 0.
(vD I f  ar( ' )= 0 and e :  0 in (1.6),  then l im,,-  x(t) :0.
Proof.  Existence of the solut ion (r( .) ,  s(.) ,  f t ( ' ) ) : [0,  t ' )  -+ l }n*z, for
some /'>0, is a consequence of the assumption that all nonlinearities satisfy
the Caratheodory condition. I-et P> 0 denote the unique solution of
P ( C B )  +  ( C B ) r  P :  2 s g n ( C B ) -  1 , .
Now we proceed in several steps.
(a) We prove that ft(')e L*(0, t').If this does not hold true, then (3.6)
yields liml-1, aok(t):0. Therefore, we obtain from (2.9), for all te[0, t')
I l lr,,",atl l ! = M + ul'11y,,",G)ll lasp  ' a a R  " '  J  n  ' - . n
( 4 . 5 )
( 4 . 7 )
Defining
(  b 2
S(r )  : :  l  
- .1 t " (P) )  '  S( t )sgn(CB) '  i f  S( / )sgn(CB)>0 '
t - l lP i l#S( t )sgn(CB) ,  i f  S( / )sgn(C^B)<0,
where s-in (P) denotes the smallest singular value of P, yields
+lly,"h@ll! = M * u t ', l l ],.u(s) l l ! a, + J's trrrl l  hG)llr,.uk)l l |dr
-  
Jrt(s(r))f t  G)l lv,"BG) l l i - ' .  FU,.uG)), PCBv,"uQ)> dr. (4.6)
< M +  Mh( r i l - l  l l p l l '  [ ' t  ( s ) l l y . .  , (s )  l l ' ds
J ^
.  J, ,r , '  Q)d'1t '
where, without loss of generality, we have assumed e (0) > 0, otherwise choose
t0e[0, /'), such that & (/s)> 0 and replace 0 by /6 in the inequality.
-_
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Inser t ing  s ( t ) -s (0 ) : j j t t s l l l r " , "u (s )  l l ' as  in to  (4 .2 ) ,  we conc lude f rom(4.2),that the right hand side of (4.7) takes arbitrary large positive and nega-
tive values. This contradiction proves ft ( . ) e L-(0, t').
O) Now (4.7) yields %"n(.)eLp(0, f') and thus, itfollows from (4.5) that
s ( ' ) €  L * ( 0 ,  t ' ) .
(c) The remainder of the proof is similar to the Proof of rheorem 3.3. we
omit it.
Note that the above treatment differs from that of willems and Byrnes (1984),
who specify a switching function dependent on the gain k(f ) rather than our
preferred choice of the derived signal s(t). The above result remains valid, if
s(f) is replaced by k(t) in the switching function to produce the control
u(t) : -  S(k(t))k(t)y(t) .  The pr ice paid for this,  is that the gain adaptat ion
must be replaced by the specific evolution itt):11y.,",(t)llp rather than the
more general adaptations described in the above resillt. Considering now the
single-input single-output case with nonlinear sensor and actuator dynamics as
introduced in (1.9),  (1.10),  we assume that 4(, . )  and 4(. , . )  are l inearly
sector bounded in the following sense.
4.5 Definition Let B> a> 0. Then the set of sector bounded function
.l'.14 (a, 0) consists of all Caratheodory functions f (., . ) :[0, "o )xte, (t, u)) f (t, a) which satisfy
auz = f(t, a). a = Bu2 foralmost all t > 0 and all a e tp..
It is now possible to prove an adaptive stabilization result for single-input
single-output systems in .r perturbed by state space nonlinearities and in the
presence of input and output nonlinearities of the form defined above. The scal-
ing invariance property of s (') is now needed, which is not the case. if rheo-
rem 4.4 is restricted to single-input single-output systems.
4.6 Theorem Suppose p > 1, and a, K, k satisfy (3.6)-(3.8), and let S ( . )
be a scaling invariant switching function. kt the single-input single-output sys-
tem (,,4, b, c)eI be subjected to disturbances (1.6)-(1.10) in the form (1.11),
w h e r e  E e . 7 . q ( 6 , 1 ) , n e  , % 7 ( n ,  4 - ) ,  f o r  s o m e  f =  E > 0 , i = 4 > 0 .  T h e n
the feedback law 
-
t t ( t ) :
j ( r )  : ( 4 . 8 )
applied to (1.11) produces a closed-loop system which possesses a solution(x( ' ) ,  s( ' ) ,  f t  (  . ))  : t  0,  t ' )  -+ lQn*z, for some / '€ (0, -  l ,  and every solut ion
satisfies, on its maximal interval of existence 10, t'), the properties (i)-(vi)
stated in Theorem 4.4.
Proof .  Ex is tence o f  the  so lu t ion  ( r ( . ) ,  s ( . ) ,  f t ( . ) ) : t0 ,  t , ) -+ lQ,*z ,  fo r
some /'> 0, is a consequence of the assumption that all nonlinearities satisfy
the Caratheodory condit ion. Suppose f t( . )  qL*(0, / ' ) .  Then, by (3.8),  s(.)e
L-(0, t ' ) .  Choose toc[0, / ' )  so that k(t)>0. For almost al l  /ee[0, / , )  we
have
-  s (s ( r ) )  k ( t )q ( t ,  y ( t ) )  1
n(Dln( t ,  y , "n( t ) ) le ,  s1o;enJ
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y , . k ? )  c b u , . u ? )  :  y , . k 1 )  c b e x p [  ( a " k ) t ] E Q ,  -  S ( s ( r ) )  k ( t ) n v ,  ] ( t ) ) )
-  
-  c b k ( r ) s ( s ( r ) )  y , . h ( t ) z ,  ( 4 . 9 )
where
4 |  4nS (s ) ,  i f  rDS (s )>  0 ,S ( s ) : : 1 : -
1 ( [ 'S (s ) ,  i f  cbS(s)<  0
and hence, by inequality (2.9) forP:1 and 0 replaced by /s, we have for all
t  ef  to,  t ' )  ,
where
Therefore,
! | r ^ ^ , t r ) l p  = M  +  M I n h ( t o ) l  p l s ( t ) - s ( t o ) l  -  r r [ " ' '  S @ ) a t , .
P ' ' o o R " '  J s ( r o )
and since s(')€ L-(0, t'), Remark 4.3 (ii) yields that the right hand side of
the above inequality takes negative values, contradicting the non-negativeness
of the left hand side, and hence, s(')€ L*(0, t'). The remainder of the proof
can be carried out in a similar manner as the Proof of Theorem 3.3. We omit it
for brevity.
4.7 Remark If it is known that cb> 0 in Theorem 4.6. then the feedback
mechanism can be simplified to
u ( t ) :  - k ( t ) n ( t ,  y ( t ) ) ,
n(D :  lnu,  y , .nu)) l | ,  k (q  e IB.
The proof of this claim is a simplification of that of Theorem 4.6.
5. Exponential Tracking
In this section, a universal exponential adaptive tracking controller is pre-
sented for the class of systems
+ly , "h@lp  =  t t  +  Mr l ' J ' . ln t r ,  r , "uG)) lPdr
I t
-  ,uJ. f t  (r)$ (s(r)) ly, .r(  dlP ar
<  M +  MI4h( /o ) l  P  I ' , , uUr lqk ,  y , "uG) ) l t a "
- rul ' , , , r  ( )S (s(c)) l  qG, y,"k?Dlt a",
:  .  .  f  R- ,S  (s ) ,  i f  rbs (s )=  o ,5 ( s )  : :  I  _ o ^
Lry  "S (s ) ,  i f  cDS(s )<0 .
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i ( t )  :  Ax ( t )  +  Bu ( t ) ,  x (0 )  €  IP "
y ( t )  :  Cx ( t )
B, C) e IBo"n x IB.o'* x lR^'n
( 5 . 1 )
(A,
(4, B, C)
Given a class of reference signals defined by
v,"r t :  {  } ."r  e ,€*(tQ, tB*) l  "(  4 )y,-,(r)= o}' - ' \  a t  l " " r ' ' '  " "
the objective is to construct an adaptive control law, such that for any linear
system belonging to the class (5.1) and any reference signal y."r(.) e!?,"1,
the closed-loop output response t(/) generates an error e(t): iUl- y,.r(t)
decaying exponentially to zero.In the above, a(s)elQ[s] is a known monic
polonomial with zeros in C* only. Note that 0e ?r"1, therefore, it is not relevant
to consider the case that a (s ) has zeros in C _ , since the corresponding modes
are decaying exponentially.
The main idea, which goes back to Mareels (1984), is to use the knowledge
of a(' ) to construct an internal model (that is a duplicated model of the dy-
namic reference signals) as part of a precompensator in the feedback loop.
More precisely, let f (s)elP[s] be a monic Hurwitz polynomial of degree
1;dgs*( ' ) ,  and choose a minimal real izat ion ot FG)la(s) denoted by(A, B, C, 1) e lQb" P x IRr x l}r"t x lQ. Then the precompensator is given by
eU) :  A*  C(D  +  b* r ( t ) ,  u ( t ) :  t .  
€ ( r )  +  r -u ( t ) ,6 (0 )  e  tB - ,  ( s .2 )
where
l*  :  d iag{  A,  . ' . ,  A}  e  lB^t" -P,
6* :  aiag{ b, . . . ,  f r}  e R^0"^,
i* :  diag{ e, . . . ,  t }  = R-"*0.
The internal model (5.2) is connected in series with previous adaptive sta-
bilizers to obtain the following adaptive tracking result.
5.1 Theorem Suppose @, K, k 
*ti.t (3.6)-(3.8), let S (.) be a scaling in-
variant switching function, and let (A* , B*, C* ) be as in (5.2). Then for arbi-
trary initial conditions 6(0) e lR^P, k (0) € rA, and reference signal yr"r(.)e:q,.r,
the following error feedback controller:
e ( t ) :  y ( t ) - y d ( t )
i ( t ) :  K ( t ,  a o k ( t ) ,  e ( t ) ) ,  f t  ( 0 )  e  , A
a ( t )  :  -  s ( f t  ( t ) ) f t  ( t )  e ( t )
€@: A* e G)  + f i * rT) ,  Ee)  e  te  P
u( t ) :  t *  EG)  +  I -u ( t )
J / J
satisfies (1.2), (1.3), and z is Nbitrary
(5 .3 )
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applied to any system belonging to the class (5.1), with arbitrary initial condition
r (0 )  e lQ ' ,  y ie lds  a  un ique so lu t ion  ( r ( . ) ,  
€ ( . ) ,  n  ( . ) )  : [0 ,  t ' )  - .>  lRn+^p+t
with the properties
(i) t ': * .
( i i )  l im l - -  k ( t ) :  k *1*  .
( i i i )  l im, - -  (a "k ) ( t ) :  a ->  0  i f  a r ( . )+  O.
(iv) If a(')+ 0 then there exists M, ).> 0, such that lla(r)ll=Mexp(- Lt) for
al l  />0.
(v) If ar ( ' ) - 0, then lim 1-- e (t): 0.(vi) There exists a c> 0, such that for all t> 0.
l l  (6( t ) ,  r ( r ) ) l l  =  c  (1+,mg5,{ l l r . " , fs ) l l } ) .
Proof. The input-output behavior u r+ y of the series interconnection formed
by (5.2) and (5.1) is described by
i t t ) :  A tQ)  +  Euu) .  yu )  :  e  r< t ) ,  r (0 )  €  tBn ' .p ,  (5 .+ ;
where
A:14  89 . - 1 .  E : l - . r . l  a :  r c ,  o r ,  r :  f  { - 1 .L  o  A *  l ' "  -  L B . l '  -  L 6 l
B;r construction, the transfer matrix Cts):e 1tl, ^o_ A) tB has no zeros in
C*. It is easy to see that (5.a) is stabilizable and detectable, thus, by Proposi-
tion 2.1, minimum phase.
The essential ingredients of the present proof is the following lemma proved
by Miller and Davison (1991) (see also Townley and Owens, 1gg1).
Lemma. Forevery. l ."r( . )e ?r"1,there existsa !(se lQn+mf ,  suchthat
y , " r ( t ) :  e i @ ,  i ( t l  :  * t t t l ,  i ( 0 ) :  x o ,  ( 5 . s )
I l * t t l l l  = , (  u qtaa.{ l ly-- , f " ) l l } )  roral l  /  = 0.  (5.6)
\  r e l o ' t l ' " - t e t ' ' " ' f
By (5.a) and (5.5), x,(t): :  x(t)- r(/) satisf ies
i " ( t )  :  Ar , ( t )  +  Eu( t ) ,  tc , (0)  :  t (0)  -  t (0) ,
e \ t )  :  ex ' ( t )  '
The problem has hence been converted into a standard stabilization problem.
Since (,4, B, C) isminimumphaseand eE:Cn,Theorem 4.4canblapplied
and x,(t) is decaying exponentially (resp. asymptotically) for ar * 0 (resp.
ar=0). This proves (D-(v). (vi) is a consequence of lim,--t(n(t):0 and of(5.6). This completes the proof.
5.2 Remark Theorem 5.1 has been proved for asymptotfc tracking and very
r-
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special gain adaptations li: K(e) ,for single-input single-output systems (see by
Mareels, 1984; Helmke et al., 1990), for multi-input multi-output systems (see
Miller and Davison (1991) and a less general version in Townley and Owens
(1991)), and for infinite dimensional, multi-input multi-output systems (see by
Logemann and Ilchmann, 1991).
5.3 Remark The adaptive tracking controller (5.3) cannot, in general, tol-
erate nonlinearities g(., .), h(. , .) in the nominal system (5.1), if ?a+ {0}.
This is not due to exponential tracking but to the fact, that, if the gain con-
verges, the terminal system is a nonlinear system. It cannot be expected, in
general, that a reference signal produced by a linear system can be tracked by
such a nonlinear system.
6. Example
I-et n:2 and m: 1 and consider the following system:
i ( t )  :  Ax ( t )  *  s ( t ,  x ( t ) )  +  d ( t )  +  Bu ( t )
y ( t )  :  Cx ( t )
u ( t )  :  E U ,  u ( t ) )
t ( t ) :  n Q ,  y G ) )
with
(6 .1 )
and
d ( t )  :
s Q ) :
e @ ) : (2+ sin (y)) y.
Obviously,  (A, B, C) is minimum phase, g(. , . )  is norm bounded, d(.)e
Lr(O, * ) ,  and e ( ' , ' ) ,4( ' ,  . )  are sector bounded. Assuming that the sign of
the high-frequency gain cb is known, we choose, according to Remark 4.2, the
adaptation mechanism
, :  [ r ,  _?] ,  u :  [ l ] ,
c :  [ 1 , 0 ] ,  r ( 0 ) :  [ S . 1 ]
""0( ' ).".(,) [?],
"l:::n[i;]1,
(2+ cos(2))  u ,  q(u)  :
u ( t ) :  - k ( t ) n U G D  I
E@: ""0( 1.f i t  )n(t(t)) ' '  f t(o): oj 
rc '2)
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The output, sector bounded nonlinearly perturbed output, and the gain evolu-
tion of the feedback system (6.1), (6.2) is shown in Fig. 2.
If the sign of the frequency gain is unknown, we choose, according to Theo-
rem 4.7, the feedback strategy
u( t )  :  S(s ( t ) ) f t  ( )n0G))
. / r \h( t )  :  *p(T#(D )n( tG)) ' ,  f t (0)  :  0
/ , t \i ( t )  :  *p( t+rt t  )ngQD',  s(0) :  0
s(1)  :  -  cos(2.2,1)exp(o.oo1r .2)
.  (6 .3 )
The dynamics of the closedJoop system (6.1), (6.3) are illustrated in Fig. 3.
0.4
0.2
0
- 0.2
- 0.4
- 0.6
- 0.8
- 1
- t .2
- t .4
Fig. 2.
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2
0
- 2
A
- 6
- 8
- 1 0
n(vG))
v ( t )
,  k ( t )
0 2 4 6 8 1 0 t 2 t 4
Output and gain evolution for known high-frequency gain.
l t  i
,('frf
q  ( y  ( t ) )
-  s  (s  ( r ) )  i  ( r )
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Fig. 3. Output and gain evolution for unknown high-frequency gain.
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7. Conclusrons
The paper has successfully extended current algorithms for universal adap
tive stabilization and tracking to guarantee exponential decay of the systems
state in the presence of a well-defined class of disturbances and of state space
and input-output nonlinear perturbations of an underlying linear model. The
linear model is assumed to be time-invariant, to have relative degree one, and
to be minimum phase, but otherwise is arbitrary.The mechanism for achieving
the results is adaptive exponential weighting of systems output in the gain evo-
lution laws and switching functions, and the derivation of an integral inequality
relating exponentially weighted inputs and outputs. An additional innovation in-
troduced in the paper is the replacement of previously used Z2-based analysis by
an lr-based analysis. This has benefits in extending the class of gain adapta-
tions considerably and removes the need for essentially l2-based adaptation
mechanisms required in other works. An extension of the present results to
mir.imum phase systems which satisfy det(CB)*0 only is the topic of future
research.
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